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Abstract  
The majority of people suffering from a stroke get some kind of cognitive impairments as a 

result. Those cognitive impairments may affect the persons driving ability, making an exam to 

this end necessary before they resume driving. There are however no guidelines for how this 

examination should be performed. The lack of self-perception about their individual abilities can 

make the detection even harder. This work describes the process of developing a prototype of a 

system that can be used at health care facilities in order to make a more informed decision upon 

the driving ability of stroke patients. In addition, the system shall act as a communication tool 

helping the health care personnel to explain the results to the patients in order to raise 

awareness of their abilities. A user-centered design method is used to develop this system and 

ensure that the prototype meets the patients’ as well as the health care personnel’s needs. The 

result is a desktop application where the patient steers a car with the use of an external driving 

wheel while reacting to stimuli along the road. After the test is completed, the result is visualized 

in a PDF and can be used as an aiding tool in decision making and communication.  
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Sammanfattning 
Majoriteten av de personer som drabbas av en stroke får kognitiva nedsättningar som följd. 

Dessa nedsättningar kan påverka personens förmåga att framföra ett fordon och därför brukar 

alla strokepatienter få sin körförmåga utredd. Det finns dock ingen standardiserad process för 

hur denna utredning ska gå till och ett problem är patienternas medvetenhet om sina egna 

nedsättningar. Detta arbete beskriver processen för att ta fram en prototyp för ett system som 

ska användas av vårdcentraler för att stötta dem i att ta ett välgrundat beslut angående en 

strokepatients förmåga att köra bil. Systemet ska dessutom fungera som ett diskussionsunderlag 

för patient och vårdpersonal och öka patientens medvetenhet kring sin egen förmåga. För att 

uppnå dessa mål har en användarcentrerad designprocess använts för att säkerställa att 

prototypen möter både patienternas och vårdpersonalens behov. Resultatet är en 

desktopapplikation, där patienten ska styra en bil med hjälp av en ratt samtidigt som hen 

reagerar på stimuli. När testet är slutfört visas resultatet i en PDF som kan användas både som 

beslutsunderlag och diskussionsunderlag.   
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Nomenclature 
List of abbreviations used in this thesis.  

 

Abbreviations 
GUI Graphical User Interface 

HCI Human-Computer Interaction  

InfoVis Information Visualization 

ISO International Organization for Standardization 

PDF Portable Document Format 

SME group Subject matter expert group 

UCD User-Centered Design 

XML Extensible Markup Language 
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1 Introduction  
30 000 people suffer from a stroke in Sweden each year. The average age for people suffering 

from a stroke is 75, but 20% have not turned 65 yet [1]. The effects of a stroke can be both visible 

physical disabilities but also hidden disabilities such as tiredness or impaired concentration and 

attention [2].  

Over 70% of stroke patients exhibit some cognitive impairment following a stroke. Driving a 

vehicle requires great cognitive skills such as reaction, processing, planning, memory and 

attention. Even a slight reduction in cognitive skills, that may not even be recognized by the 

patient himself or herself, can lead to drastic consequences in traffic. Several studies claim that 

stroke patients have twice the risk of being involved in a car crash. [3] 

An American study showed that 60% of all patients who suffered from some kind of brain 

damage, for example stroke, resume driving but 63% of these never went through any driving 

assessment [4]. In Sweden after suffering from a stroke the patient’s doctor is obliged to consider 

if the patient’s driving ability may have been affected according to Swedish law [5]. However, 

there is no national standard on how this decision shall be made.  

Often, the decision is based exclusively upon the result of standard clinical tests, which are 

always performed after brain injury. One of those standard clinical tests evaluates the visual field 

and the peripheral vision by measuring the patient’s maximum extends of their peripheral sight. 

However, the maximum performance is not equivalent with the ability to detect stimuli in a 

cluttered background under time pressure [6], an ability that is highly necessary when operating 

a vehicle in traffic.  

Only if the patient has passed those tests but serious suspicion remains, the patient will be 

referred to a specialist in order to make a specific assessment regarding the patient’s driving 

ability. Often, those specialists are only available at one location in each county, making a referral 

expensive and time consuming. Furthermore, assessing driving ability is not an exact science to 

this point, since too many factors influence the driving ability differently for each individual. A lot 

of research is done in this field today, especially with the growing elderly population in mind, but 

to this day there is no standard definition on what exactly driving ability is and how to evaluate it.  

Even though there is no test that can determine with absolute certainty the driving ability of a 

human being, there are some specific things that are known to influence one’s driving ability that 

may have been compromised by a stroke. Divided attention, cognitive speed, visual-motor 

reaction time, working memory and perceptual abilities are all abilities that may have been 

affected by a stroke. All of these can be tested and measured and it has been proven that this can 

be used to predict a person’s driving ability. [7, 8]   

1.1 Purpose 
This work aims at developing a prototype of a test that proposes a way of testing specific 

cognitive abilities using a user-centered approach. This test should be seen as a complement to 

the existing clinical screening tests that all stroke patients shall go through if they hold a driver’s 

license and intend to resume driving. The test will provide:  

1. The health care personnel with a tool to make a better informed decision upon whether 

or not the patient may resume driving.  

2. A communication aid for the health care personnel to explain the results to the patient. 
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1.2 Problem statement  
In order to achieve the above stated purpose, the following problems have to be solved: 

1. How should such as test be designed in order to provide ecological validity? The user 

has to believe that the test is reasonable and understand why he or she is being 

tested this way. Since the average age for getting a stroke is 75 [1], the user may not 

be used to playing computer games, making it important to ensure that the test does 

not feel like a game one can lose by lacking the experience of game playing. The 

patient should never feel that they lost their license due to a lost game. Making the 

test not “feel” like a game challenges the interface and interaction design. Especially 

since the system is used on a non-voluntary onetime basis only and is not a system 

which the user can come back to and learn how to interact with it.   

  

2. Can user-centered design be used when designing for the health care sector? When 

developing a system for the health care sector to be used by patients, one basically 

has to design for everybody. Designing for everyone is a great challenge and some 

say it is not even possible since different users have different cognitive skills and 

different computer experience. Still, the system should be designed for the user.  

 

3. How does the instructions of such a test have to be designed in order to ensure that 

all patients, no matter their age or technical background, can participate without 

being able to misinterpret or make mistakes due to lack of understanding of how to 

perform the test? Furthermore, is it possible to design the test in such way, that 

there is no need for the medical staff to introduce the system or interfere and 

thereby make sure that all patients get the same preconditions? 

 

4. How can the result of such a test be visualized so that the health care personnel may 

use it to explain their decision to the patient? It is important that the system can 

convey to the user that the result is relevant and reliable and that he or she 

understands and respects the outcome. Losing the driver’s license can be 

devastating, both from a social and professional aspect since it has great impact on a 

person’s flexibility and independence, making it utterly important to not take this 

decision lightly. 

1.3 Delimitations 
The prototype focuses on the design of such a test in terms of user interaction and information 

visualization. The subject of what is tested and why is defined by specialists as described above. If 

future research answers this question, this work can be seen as guidance for how the instructions 

and the result presentation should be designed in order to guarantee usability for all patient 

groups.  

1.4 Disposition of the Report 
The report is divided into eight chapters: Introduction, Background, Frame of Reference, Method, 

Result, Discussion, Conclusions and Future Work.  

Chapter 1 - Introduction, describes the purpose of this thesis and the problems that this work 

aims to answer.  

Chapter 2 - Background, contains more detailed information about how this project started and 

what preconditions were given. 
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Chapter 3 - Frame of Reference, presents relevant theories necessary to understand the work in 

this thesis, theory about usability and design processes to achieve usability. 

Chapter 4 - Method, describes the process and how the methods were used throughout this 

work. 

Chapter 5 - Result, presents the derived prototype. 

Chapter 6 - Discussion, presents the authors thoughts about the chosen methods and the result. 

Chapter 7 - Conclusions, presents the final comments upon this thesis.  

Chapter 8 - Future Work, describes how this work could be developed further. 
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2 Background 
This project is being conducted at the consulting company Cybercom Group in Linköping, 

Sweden. They had a dialogue with the Rehabilitation Center at Linköping University Hospital 

before this thesis work started and received a specification list which can be found in Appendix A. 

This specification has been the starting point for the thesis work. 

A start-up meeting was held before the thesis work started, with a specialist group from the 

rehabilitation center and two representatives from Cybercom Group. During that meeting the 

basic concept of the test was defined by the specialists: The task is to steer a car, which goes at a 

constant velocity, and simultaneously react to stimuli that may appear in the peripheral sight. 

This tests the attention span of the patient that has to perform a primary task, keeping the car on 

the road, while performing secondary tasks: answering to stimuli. This tests the peripheral sight 

and the ability to process information. By measuring the reaction times and comparing those 

from left side to those from the right side gives indications on cognitive deficits that may not 

have been detected by standard tests.  

Furthermore the setup of the test was specified as follows: a PC and a driving wheel and three 

screens. The screens should be placed in a row, with the central one displaying the road and the 

car that the patient is supposed to steer. The two screens on the sides are to display stimuli 

images that the patient should respond to. Three screens were considered necessary to display 

the stimuli far enough from the focus point of the eyes.  
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3 Frame of Reference 
This chapter presents theories within relevant fields for this thesis project. It starts off by 

describing the term usability that is an important and reoccurring term within user-centered 

design and important for understanding user-centered design. The next part on user-centered 

design with all its methods followed by theories on information visualization used for the result 

presentation.  

3.1 Usability 
The ISO 9241-11 (Guidance on usability) standard defines usability as:  

 “… the extent to which a product can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals with 

effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use“ [9].  

Another well-known definition of usability is Nielsen’s definition, which claims that usability is all 

about learnability, efficiency, memorability, errors, and satisfaction [10]. Learnability refers to the 

user’s ability to perform a simple task the first time they are using the product and is a very 

desirable attribute to a usable design and the word intuitive is often used to describe it. The term 

efficiency refers to how fast users can perform a task once they are familiar with the system, for 

example the number of interactions needed to perform a basic task. This number of interactions 

is desired to be as low as possible in order to gain high efficiency. Memorability means the user’s 

ability to remember how to use the system or product after a period without using it. Errors do 

not only refer to how many errors users make, but also how easily they can recover from them. 

Satisfaction is how pleased the user is when using the system or product design. 

In order to improve or ensure the usability of new designs, the paradigm user-centered design, 

sometimes also called “Human-centered Design” or “Usability Engineering”, has been proposed 

by a number of usability experts [10, 11].  

3.2 User-Centered Design 
Design theory is an academic field with a lot of methods on practices and processes [12]. Jones 

was the first to introduce 35 methods on design theory in 1970 [12, 13]. The designer was 

considered to be an objective expert then, in contrast to now when the designer is a unique 

asset. The basic design model consisted of three steps: analysis, synthesis and evaluation. [13]  

Lundequist and Ullmark who divide the design process into three different phases state another 

view on design theory: conceptual, constitutive and consolidatory [13].  

A more modern approach is user-centered design (UCD), a multidisciplinary design approach 

where the users are actively involved during the design process in order to improve the 

understanding of the user and task requirements [14]. UCD as a process for interactive systems is 

described in the ISO 9241-210, Human-centered design for interactive systems standard, 

formerly known as ISO 13047 [15]. The standard provides guidance for designing usability, it does 

not describe different usability methods [16].  

Mao, Vredenburg, Smith and Carey set out to answer which UCD method is the most used by 
surveying over 100 professionals with at least three years of experience, who all considered UCD 
to be their primary job and. The result of the study showed that the methodologies considered 
being most important was not the same as the most frequently used. The methodologies 
considered to be most important were Field studies, User requirement analysis and Iterative 
design. [14]  
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Even though there are many different methods within the UCD approach, they all share the 
common goal to include the user throughout the process. No matter which method, the design 
process often contains and iterates over the following phases: research, design/implementation 
and evaluation. Each phase can have several steps in itself, for example the research phase may 
include planning, conducting, analyzing and reporting/documenting. [17] The three main phases 
can be traced back to the initial design phases by Lundequist and Ullmark, with research mapping 
to the conceptual phase, implementation to the constitutive phase and evaluation to the 
consolidatory phase. Iteration is a key aspect in user-centered design as it allows for listening to 
and re-design according to the input from the involved user.  
 

3.2.1 Research Methods within UCD 

Since the main focus of user-centered design is to create a product that is developed for the end 

user, the research phase takes a big part in UCD. Often this is done using qualitative research 

methods since it helps the understanding of the product domain and the behavior of users more 

quickly and easily than quantitative methods [18].  

3.2.1.1 Bodystorming 

Bodystorming is a tool used to understand the needs of a target group by reenacting and 

brainstorming solutions in the surroundings where the derived product would be used.  

A key aspect of bodystorming is to explore needs of the users that are not observable such as 

psychological or social aspects. [19] 

There are different approaches on bodystorming but the process consists generally of 3 different 
stages:  

  

1. Preparation. This stage is conducted before the actual bodystorming part and is about 

identifying issues that needs to be addressed. This is often done on site by observing the 

behavior of potential users in a representative environment e.g. if studying coffee shops, 

designers would go to a coffee shop. Then the most interesting phenomena are selected 

and formulated into design questions e.g. how can technology help users decide 

between different coffee types? How could technology speed up the process of ordering 

and paying for coffee? [19] 

 

2. Observation and Documentation. The bodystorming group often consists of at least two 

designers who did the preparation stage and a few participants. Bodystorming is always 

conducted in the representative environment. One of the designers acts as the 

moderator and the other as the group leader. The moderator is responsible for writing 

down every idea that is produced no matter the quality or relevance. The group leader 

introduces the design questions one by one. After each design question, the participants 

get some time to think, write down and sketch everything they can think of. Afterwards 

all participants explain and discuss their thoughts and solutions. [19] 

 

3. Evaluation and Refinement. All the gathered and derived information is considered and 

evaluated [19]. 

3.2.1.2 Focus groups 

Focus groups are groups of 6-9 users, put together to discuss the features of an interface led by a 

moderator. They can help bring out users’ feelings and motivations and what the users actually 
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wants from a system. [20] They can also be useful to receive quick feedback on an idea’s viability 

[21].  

According to the study mentioned above in 3.2, the method focus groups is not that frequently 

used but is considered to be quite important for a good resulting usability [14]. 

3.2.1.3 Personas 

The persona method is a well-established concept within UCD [22] in order to derive user 

requirements. The idea is to create multiple hypothetical users of the system. The goal is to 

create the system for those specific made-up persons rather than everybody, since developing a 

program for everybody tends to result in a system that fits nobody [23]. Personas are commonly 

used in situations where the access to real users is difficult to manage or when there is not 

enough time to involve real end users [22].  

3.2.1.4 Subject matter expert interviews 

Subject matter experts (SME) are experts within the domain of the product to be implemented. 

Interviews with a SME provide helpful and valuable insights about a product and its users, 

however designers should be aware of that a SME perspective might be skewed. Often those 

expert users are formed by their experience of a current product, which means that they are 

used to the current interaction. In situations where the designer is outside his own domain, e.g. 

medical, scientific or financial services, the use of a SME group is especially helpful in gaining 

insight and making sure nothing gets overlooked. [18] 

3.2.2 Design and Implementation Methods  
Even in the design and implementation phase, the user is involved as much as possible when 

designing with the user-centered method. In the design phase, often called implementation 

phase, the designer mainly sketches and re-sketches in order to specify what the product should 

look like. Paper and pencil are not just good for visualizing the goal, but communicating with 

customers, potential users and even within the design group. [21] 

An important tool in this process is the use of prototypes, which is a well-established concept 

within Human-computer interaction (HCI). There are two main forms of prototypes: low fidelity 

(low-fi) and high fidelity (high-fi) prototypes. Low-fi prototypes are really basic representations of 

complex systems used in order to achieve an overview; often this is done using paper sketches. 

This technique is often used in the beginning of the development of a new product since sketches 

are quick to create and thereby do not interrupt the creative flow. Another advantage using 

paper is that users are usually more open in giving criticisms, as it is obvious that this is still the 

design phase and input is wanted, opposed to real implementation where a lot of work has been 

put into the prototype. Furthermore low-fi prototypes are very cheap and a great tool to clear 

misunderstandings, show how the work progresses and a fast way to get feedback immediately 

for a new round of reflection and redesign. High-fi prototypes contain much more detail about 

the product and often result in complete functionality for the features to be tested. [24] 

Designing is a highly creative process. There are several methods to favor creativity such as 

brainstorming or the BadIdeas method. Brainstorming is a popular tool used when investigating 

alternatives and finding new creative solutions to a given problem. The concept was first 

mentioned by Alex Faickney Osborn 1953, in his book Applied Imagination. Today there are a 

number of derived methods for brainstorming in groups. For interaction design the combination 

of brainstorming and sketching is a powerful method. [25] 
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Another method is the BadIdeas method. The basic idea is that it is easier to be creative when 

generating bad ideas instead of good ones. Through generating lots of “bad” ideas one can more 

easily define what is bad and why and thereby draw conclusions about what makes a good design 

for the problem at hand. The advantage of this method is that it is not especially time consuming 

and a great method to start a brainstorming session. [26] 

3.2.3 Evaluation Methods within UCD 
Evaluations can be conducted to improve the design, help designers to choose between two 

approaches or demonstrate a design’s effectiveness. There are different evaluation methods that 

can be used in the UCD process, for example focus groups, expert reviews and usability testing. 

Which method to choose depends on when in the process the evaluation is conducted and what 

the purpose of the evaluation is? [21] 

3.2.3.1 Focus Groups 

Focus groups, already described in section 3.2.1.2, can also be used in the evaluation process to 

evaluate an interface design. When evaluating a design in a focus group, the most common 

approach is that the moderator demonstrates the system and then the group discusses the 

interface. It is not common that the individuals in the group get to interact with the system on 

their own [20].  

Kim Goodwin claims that focus groups are useless since in order to get information about the 

interaction design, someone actually has to interact with the system, not just look at it. Also, 

what people think they like and expresses during a focus group discussion may not be the same 

in a real situation. [21] Also Nielsen asserts that focus groups are not beneficial when evaluating 

a design’s usability; they are more suitable for learning and assessing what the users want from 

the system [20]. 

3.2.3.2 Heuristic Evaluation 

Heuristic evaluation is a method to identify usability issues in a design, by letting some evaluators 

examine the interface according to a given set of heuristics (usability principles) [27]. The most 

widely used and well-known heuristics are Nielsen’s 10 Heuristics, originally designed together 

with Rolf Molich in 1990 and then refined by Nielsen in 1994 [28].  

An alternative set of heuristics is the seven principles defined by the International Standards 

Organization [29]. These heuristics are not as widely used as Nielsen’s, but they are based on 

research [30]. 

3.2.3.3 Expert Reviews 

Expert reviews are often a cheap and easy tool to use when evaluating a design. A usability 

professional steps through the system while searching for issues in the design. The issues are 

evaluated according to their severity. Although expert reviews are easy and cheap to conduct, 

they tend to be less popular since they are based on the opinions of one individual and do not 

include the user as UCD aspires to do. [21] 

3.2.3.3 Usability Testing 

Usability testing is more thorough and rigorous than expert reviews [31] and many people also 

believe it finds usability issues more efficiently [21]. In a usability test, users are asked to interact 

with the system and perform some tasks [21]. There are several techniques when gathering 

information from a usability test, such as think aloud, observations, video recordings, automatic 

logging of cursor movements or keystrokes, guided interaction, interviewing and questionnaires 

[32]. Often, several techniques are combined to make the usability testing more sufficient.  
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Within the HCI field, the think aloud approach seems to be one of the most popular techniques 

[33]. The think aloud technique is also considered to be the number one usability tool by Nielsen 

[34]. To conduct think aloud testing, participants are asked to perform given tasks while they 

express their thoughts out loud. The test facilitator often needs to remind the user to keep 

talking throughout the entire test, but beyond that the facilitator should keep quiet. The main 

benefits of the technique are that it is cheap, easy and can be used at any time in the design 

lifecycle [34].  

Other approaches are the use of post-test interviews, also called retrospective probing, which is 

done after the user have conducted the test. The interview can either take place directly face to 

face or by telephone. The form of the interview can be open, more like a discussion, or closed. 

This technique is often used in combination with others. Another method is letting the user fill in 

a questionnaire after the test is completed. The questionnaire can contain yes- and no questions, 

scales or open questions. The advantage is that the results are easy to compile. On the other 

hand it takes time to design a useful questionnaire and there is a high risk of missing valuable 

insights due to the lack of being able to ask follow up questions upon why something was 

experienced as a problem.  

Nielsen claims that the optimal amount of test users is five [35]. In 1993, Nielsen and Landauer 

published A Mathematical Model of the Finding of Usability Problems where they claim that the 

number of usability problems found in a usability test is: 

𝑁(1 − (1 − 𝜆)𝑙) 

𝑙 = number of users, 𝑁 = number of usability problems in the design. λ = proportion of usability 

problems that were discovered when testing a single user (the average value is 31% when 

studying a number of projects). 

According to this model, 85% of the usability problems can be found by as few as five users [33]. 

 

The model has been criticized for making risky assumptions, especially 𝜆 is considered to be put 

at a too high value [36]. 

Figure 1 Nielsen’s model for optimal number of test users [33] 
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3.4 Information Visualization  
Information visualization is about using visual, sometimes interactive, representations of data 

with the purpose to communicate the data efficiently. [37] 

The expression “A picture is worth a thousand words” is commonly used and refers to the 

concept that a single still image can be used to describe a very complex idea. The human visual 

system is very powerful and is the highest bandwidth into the brain. Information Visualization 

takes advantage of this by representing data visually. [37] 

The major purpose of information visualization is to gain insight into the underlying data, and the 

main goals of this insight are discovery, decision-making, and explanation. Information 

Visualization increases our ability to reach these goals. [37] 

3.4.1 Designing a Good Information Visualization 
There are many ways to visualize data, some more common than others. Basic bar charts and pie 

charts are the most commonly used graphics to communicate data and parallel coordinates or 

scatter plots are often used to represent multivariate data. [38] 

According to Tufte there are 5 important principles to be followed when designing visual 

representations of data [38]:  

1. Above all else show the data 
2. Maximize the data-ink ratio 
3. Erase non-data ink 
4. Erase redundant data ink  
5. Revise and edit 

 

The data-ink ratio is the proportion of ink (pixels) that is used for the presentation of the data 

compared to the total amount of ink used to display the graphics. Maximizing the data-ink ratio 

means that as much ink as possible should be used in the data-representation, not for 

distractions such as unnecessary decorations or other graphics that do not improve the data 

visualization. [38] 

3.4.2 Provide Insight through Information Visualization 
There are four different types of processes from which a user can gain insight while using an 

InfoVis (Information Visualization) system:  

1. Provide Overview 

2. Adjust 

3. Detect Pattern 

4. Match Mental Model 

Providing an overview helps the user to understand the bigger picture. Adjust is the process that 

allows the user to explore the data by interacting with the InfoVis system and change the level of 

abstraction, range or group data. Detect patterns refers to the process of finding certain 

distributions, outliers or structures in the data. Match mental model is one of the benefits of 

InfoVis, since the user’s mental model representations of data can help interpretation of big 

amounts of data to become more intuitive. These processes are often used together to gain 

insight. Another important factor for gaining insight is usability. [39] 
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4 Method  
According to the frame of reference defined in the previous chapter, the process of designing a 

new system from a user-centered perspective iterates over these three phases: research, 

design/implementation and evaluation. This chapter outlines the methods used in this work 

including findings that are needed in order to continue with the next iteration. Figure 2 visualizes 

the concept of the iterations and specifies to which phase each section in this chapter belongs; 

gray fields contain all three phases. The final result can be found in the next chapter.  

 

  

4.1 Workshop with Subject Matter Expert Group 
With no previous knowledge in the field of health care information systems or the process of 

assessing a stroke patient's driving ability, it was decided that a subject matter expert group 

should be used in order to gain understanding for those fields and to guarantee that the derived 

prototype would meet the users' needs. 

The SME group chosen consisted of two occupational therapists from the rehabilitation group at 

Linköping University Hospital, the senior physician in charge of the department and one IT 

administrator from the hospital. The main goals of the workshop were:  

1. Validating made assumptions. Are all statements made in the initial specification (see 

Appendix A) correct, for example is it really necessary to test the maximal peripheral 

vision or is near peripheral vision good enough? Is the choice of using a driving wheel the 

best option?   

 

2. Gaining insight into the current routines when assessing a patient's driving ability. As 

mentioned above, a subject matter expert group is especially valuable when the 

developer has no previous knowledge in the field their creation is supposed to be used 

in. This is the case in this project; therefore this goal of the workshop is utterly important 

and helpful in the research phase. 

 

3. Specifying the requirements list and making sure concerns are raised. Since the initial 

requirements list was expressed in natural language, it is necessary to verify that the 

derived software specifications and priorities are in line with the opinions of the 

consulted experts.   

Figure 2 Iteration over the three phases 
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To achieve the outlined goals, the workshop contained three phases: getting acquainted with 

different technical solutions, brainstorming and a final discussion. The first stage of the workshop 

getting acquainted with different technical solutions, was supposed to open the participants' 

mind for other possibilities than the existing tools they are using today. As stated in section 

3.2.1.4, a known danger in using an expert group is that they tend to be stuck in their ways and 

are not inclined to change the way they have always performed a task.  

The technical gadgets used were an Oculus Rift, a tablet used as both screen and steering wheel 

at the same time, a Wii controller integrated in a plastic steering wheel and a PC with a 

connected steering wheel. The exercise was thought to spark the participants’ creativity on what 

a solution could look like, besides the most obvious solution. This stage is important for goal 

number one, validating made assumptions. Additionally it is a good way to start phase number 

two, brainstorming. As described in the previous chapter, there are many ways to conduct a 

brainstorming session.  

The participants were asked to brainstorm solutions for what the optimal test for driving ability 

would look like. What would be the best possible solution if there were no technical limitations? 

The third phase, discussion, rounded of the workshop by going back to the real problem at hand. 

What should a solution look like allowing it to be used on all patients without increasing the 

workload drastically? What should be tested and what should the result state in order for the 

medical staff to make a decision?  

Based on the input from the workshop with the subject matter expert group, the initial list of 

requirements was reduced to the following minimal requirements: 

1. The system should be a driving simulator testing cognitive abilities with a driving wheel in 

order to guarantee ecological validity. The steering wheel should be attached to a surface 

and not held in the air. 

2. Instructions should be provided by the program instead of the health care personnel. 

3. All patients should be able to perform the test no matter their technical background. 

4. The patient should receive a graphical response when the test is completed. 

Furthermore it was established that it is not clear at how many degrees the stimuli have to be 

displayed in order to test the peripheral sight. When obtaining the driver’s license for the first 

time, the law in Sweden dictates that the field of view has to have a prevalence of at least 120 

degrees [40]. Since determining the number of degrees is outside the scope of this work the 

prototype will only have one screen with the stimuli displayed in the upper corners.   

The outline of the test was defined according to Figure 4. First off is a start screen, were the 

health care personnel may provide the system with information about the patient and start the 

test. When starting the test an introduction is displayed to the patient giving some background 

information about the test. The introduction is followed by brief instructions on how to perform 

the test followed by a learning phase where the user may test to steer the car in order te get a 

feeling for the steering sensitivity. When the learning phase is finished the test phase starts and 

when completed, the result will be displayed.   
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Figure 4 Outline of the test  

 

4.2 Designing Instructions 
The instructions are a vital part in this work since they guide the user throughout this test 

without help from the health care personnel. The instructions are a help to the personnel as well 

considering that they may use the system on an irregular basis and thanks to the instructions 

they do not have to remember which task comes next.  

For designing instructions, cognitive theories are important to consider. The theory of multimedia 

learning suggests that presentations consisting of both words and images foster deeper learning 

than single-medium presentations [41].  

Considering an older target group, the cognitive aging principle proposes two approaches for 

multimedia design: learner controlled pacing and part-whole sequencing of information. The first 

method, learner controlled pacing, allows for an adaptive learning approach that lets users learn 

the program at their own pace. The second principle suggests that featuring small parts of the 

program, before presenting all instructions at once, helps the user to recognize and thereby learn 

faster. Furthermore, Xie’s study leads to the conclusion, that an older target group does not 

necessarily have speed as a priority when performing a task. Given multiple solutions in 

performing a task, the consistent way that always works and fits into the overall interaction with 

the system is preferred in front of using shortcuts or other methods that may be quicker to use.  

[41] 

Working memory is another interesting aspect to consider when designing instructions. Working 

memory is limited for all humans and decreases with age. The working memory limitations are 

seen as a bottleneck when it comes to human information processing and a broad research field 

within Human-computer interaction (HCI) is dedicated to finding solutions to this problem [42]. 

This has to be considered when designing instructions in terms of how much information a 

person can remember from a previous instruction screen. 

Feedback is considered one of the most powerful tools that influence the learning in digital 

contexts [43]. 

In order to derive a first version of what the instructions should look like, paper and pencil were 

used to sketch different versions. Sketching is the best method to choose when considering 

different designs and creating something from scratch. Another advantage of sketches is that 

when evaluating the interface design the users tend to be more open and honest in their 

criticism since it is obvious that the product is under development, compared to letting them 

evaluate an interface that looks “finished”, as described previously in section 3.2.2. The best 

features of all derived versions were collected to a final first version to be used in the first user 

evaluation.  

Start screen 
(input)

Introduction Instruction Learning Test phase Result

Man kan alltid nå 
start screen. 

Vid
eo 

PD
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Each screen contains short and precise text in an easy language in order to make sure that the 

user can remember all the information given. In order to apply the multimedia principle, both 

text and images are used.  

The sketches derived can be found in Appendix B. 

4.3 Implementing the Driving Simulator 
The driving part of the program challenges the requirement for ecological validity. Aside from the 

program being explanatory about all intensions and purposes, the driving part cannot be too 

unrealistic. A too unrealistic experience would likely leave the user wondering whether or not the 

test really tests the driving ability and not just gaming skills. 

OpenDS [44], version 2.5, was chosen as a basis for implementing the driving task. OpenDS is an 

open source Java project based on the open source game engine jMonkeyEngine. This solution 

was chosen to minimize the workload since coding a driving simulator is not the main focus of 

this work. The open software contains all implementations of the physics and graphics of a car 

driving on a road. Changes that had to be made were to introduce constant velocity of the car 

instead of using the gas pedals and insert triggers along the way to show stimuli left and right. 

For the prototype, as a simplification, the stimuli were displayed on the same screen in the upper 

corners instead of on extra screens.  

The instructions were implemented by following the same convention as the Open Source 

Program used, using Nifty version 1.3 [45]. Nifty is an open source Java library for GUI elements 

that uses XML.  

The result representation was implemented using JasperReports [46], an open source Java library 

for exporting data to PDF.  

The driving wheel used for this prototype was Logitech Driving Force GT.  

The final code can be found on the projects GitHub page [47].  

4.4 First User Testing (Evaluation) 
Evaluation is a key tool in user-centered development since it allows for adjustments according 

to user input throughout the entire process. This guarantees to some degree that the derived 

system will work for the intended user and not just for the developers and expert users.  

4.4.1 The User 
The system at hand has two user groups: the health care personnel operating it and the patient 

conducting the test. In this iteration only the patient as a user is considered.  

Regarding the patient as a user, two things are known: most stroke patients are elderly and the 

user does not choose to use the product but needs to use it in order to keep their license. The 

first aspect, the user being elderly, influences the design of the system greatly. The second aspect 

amplifies the need to present the system as a reliable aiding tool to help the user decide upon 

whether they constitute a risk on the road for themselves and others rather than perceiving the 

test as an unnecessary and unjustified hurdle they have to pass.    

Designing interfaces for elderly users is an ongoing research topic. Elderly users differ from 

younger users in many ways, they are for example more anxious about using a computer. 

Usability studies have shown that older users click less than younger users and seem to think 

each step through as if there was no going back option while younger users tend to click in a 
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more trial-and error approach. Differences like this challenges the interaction design, especially if 

the system is supposed to be used by different age groups. [48]  

Persona is a widely used method when defining the user, for this project however, this method is 

not considered suitable. Even though the system has to work for elderly people as well, anybody 

can suffer from a stroke. Personas are tied to a specific target group, for example females 

between 15 and 25 years old. 

Gregor, Newell and Zajicek propose the use of User Sensitive Inclusive Design (USID) in order to 

design for a dynamic diversity and thereby include both disabilities and advantages that older 

users may bring. This method entails addressing issues such as finding and recruiting users that 

represent the actual user group and not just the norm, providing adaptive interfaces and making 

both hardware and software accessible for everybody. [49] In this first evaluation, users were 

selected from the Rehabilitation Center in order to get an accurate representation of the target 

group.  

4.4.2 Method for First User Testing 
User testing, see section 3.2.3.3, was chosen as the method in this phase. An alternative would 

have been focus groups, but according to Nielsen focus groups are not that good at evaluating a 

system before they have actually interacted with it. This is considered especially true in this case 

when the users are older and may not be comfortable around computers. Think aloud was also 

considered, especially since some experts consider it the best method as mentioned in section 

3.2.3.3. The problem with using think aloud in this case is that the system to be evaluated is a 

cognitive test and asking the test users to talk while performing the test was thought to affect 

their ability to perform the test.  

The user test had two main goals: evaluating derived instructions and verifying OpenDS as a 

suitable driving environment.   

4.4.3 Execution  
The first user test took place at the Rehabilitation Center at Linköping University Hospital and 

included five persons of different ages. Three of them suffered from a stroke, one from a spinal 

cord injury and one of them was perfectly healthy. Of the three stroke patients one was unable 

to fully use their left hand, one had a weaker left hand, and one had some issues finding the right 

words. In this early stage of the project, five persons were considered to be a sufficient amount 

of people which is consensus with Nielsen’s rule of five, according to section 3.2.3.3 

The setup of the test was as follows: One patient at a time was asked to sit down in front of a 

desk with a computer and a steering wheel attached. The test instructions were still the derived 

sketches on A4-papers, see Appendix B. When testing with a real implementation, users may 

hold back suggestions that they think may improve the design as to not cause unnecessary 

workload since the design “is already done”. Using sketches on the other hand makes the user 

aware that discussions about the design are welcome.  The user was told that they would 

conduct a test that would assess their driving ability and that they were to follow the 

instructions. No additional information was given beforehand. The sketches with the instructions 

were held in front of the computer screen and one of the test leaders acted as a computer and 

switched between the instruction screens when the user indicated that they were done. After the 

instructions were completed, the test proceeded on the computer screen with the driving 

simulation and the driving wheel.  
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Afterwards, an interview was conducted asking the user about the experience and discussing 

alternative design solutions. The questions asked in the interview covered three areas: the users’ 

background information, thoughts about the instructions and about the simulator.  

Figure 3 contains the questions asked while having all sketches laid out on the table.  

 

4.4.4 Findings 
Regarding the instructions, two of the users pointed out that they wished to listen to the 

instructions while reading them. This finding is not surprising since it fits with the theory of 

multimedia learning described previously in section 4.2.  

Also, two users struggled to understand the stimulus part of the test and had to go through the 

training part twice. The constant switching between the paper instructions and the real simulator 

on the computer may have contributed to the slight confusion in the stimulus part of the 

instructions.  

The simulator was accepted well by all users. No user thought the simulator was too realistic or 

unrealistic. There was however a difference of opinion regarding the steering sensitivity. Two 

persons had no trouble at all and thought the sensitivity was reasonable. One person noted that 

it was quite difficult to steer due to the fact that there is no brake but was still ok with it.  

Another person never got accustomed to the steering sensitivity and had troubles staying on the 

road especially with the upcoming stimuli.  

All individual responses from the user testing can be found in appendix C.  

 

 
Background: 

 Do you own a computer? If yes, how often do you use it? (Daily, weekly, …) 

 Do you play video games? 

 Did you go through an assessment of your driving ability? How did you perceive the 
process?   

Introduction and instructions:  

 Was there too much text on the instructions screens? 

 Were the illustrations clear? 

 Was there too much unnecessary background information in the introduction?  

 Would you want more time for training before the real test starts?  

 Was it clear that the two training moments would not be part of the evaluation?  
Simulation: 

 If you look down on the driving wheel – which buttons do you reach best while 
steering?  

 What did you think of the speed of the car?  

 Did you remember what to do when the images appeared? 

 What did you think of the driving wheels sensitivity? 

 What did you think of the graphics? (too realistic/unrealistic …) 

 
Figure 3 Questions asked after the user completed the test. 
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4.5 Result Presentation 
The result representation is a significant part of this work since it is responsible for fulfilling the 

purpose of delivering the health care personnel with a communication tool. The aim is to raise 

the patients’ awareness of their level of cognitive skills and thereby gain acceptance for the 

result. 

4.5.1 Resulting Data  
The first thing to decide is what kind of data that is interesting to collect and show to the patient. 

In order to derive more background information on what influences one's driving ability and 

thereby being able to draw conclusions about what to test, a meeting with an expert at VTI, the 

Swedish road and transportation research institution, was arranged. During the meeting there 

was a lot of discussion regarding current research being conducted about how to measure driving 

ability. Regardless of how interesting this question is, there is no definite answer yet and 

therefore the Rehabilitation Centers wishes for measurements are considered good enough for 

this work.   

A meeting with the head of the Rehabilitation Center at Linköping University Hospital was 

arranged where the desired output of the test from the healthcare perspective was discussed. 

This step is not just important considering the result presentation but also when having in mind 

that the healthcare personnel are users of the system. The healthcare personnel want to use the 

system in order to get a more detailed picture of a patient’s cognitive abilities. Which data can 

provide this insight? What do they want to know in order to make a decision about the person's 

driving license?   

After this research phase, the following specification of what data should be obtained and 

visualized was finalized:  

1. Reaction time in ms divided for stimuli showing up to the left or to the right, no matter what 

kind of stimulus. 

2. Some kind of presentation upon the driver's steadiness on the road.  

The most important result from the test is how many stimuli the patient actually misses and the 

mean reaction time for the ones they get right. Furthermore it is interesting to detect if there are 

any distinct differences between the patient’s ability to detect stimuli displayed to the right or to 

the left. A difference should be easy to detect in the visualization. It is also desirable to be able to 

distinguish change in performance over time, the patient getting tired for example and not being 

able to keep up the concentration for a longer period of time.   

The presentation about the steadiness of the driver is mainly for the patient as a visual response 

to the achievement. This should raise the driver's awareness of how well it went.   

4.5.2 Implementation  
Although the steering deviation is not that important to the health care personnel according to 

the SME when interpreting the test results, it is interesting to get some sort of overview to show 

to the patient and discuss the result. A couple of different ideas on how to present this data were 

discussed. One idea was to simply display a number within a scale of 1 to 10 but that would force 

us to make assumptions that would be difficult to make without access to standard data. Another 

idea was to display a miniature of the road seen from above, with the car’s driving path displayed 

as a line. That way the positions where stimuli are displayed could be marked on the road.  
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The data presentation we decided to go for was to display the deviation from the ideal driving 

track. Even though some information is lost here compared to the other suggestion mentioned 

above, this presentation is better considering simplicity and efficiency.  

The sketching method was chosen again in order to specify what the result presentation should 

look like before start programming. For the reaction time it was important to be able to get a 

quick overview about the reaction times for the right and left side and if there was any difference 

between the sides. To that end a bar char was used with the bars on the left side for left reaction 

times and bars to the right for the right reaction times. As described in the theory on information 

visualization, bar charts are easy for comparing different values without looking at the numbers. 

Another method would have been a table with all the numbers, color coded for easy detection. 

This solution would however not allow for the quick overview and comparison, possible with the 

bar chart.   

An early sketch about different possible presentations about the steering deviation can be seen 

in Appendix D. Steering deviation could be visualized in a number of ways. From one simple value 

which gives a measurement about the overall achievement to a detailed description about where 

on the road the car was the entire time.  

The resulting data is displayed as a PDF (Portable Document Format) since PDF files look the 

same on all computers and can easily be printed or saved. Alternatives discussed were an 

implementation directly within the program with the option to save or print as a PDF or a web 

view. 

4.6 Extra User Testing 
This evaluation step was not planned from the beginning but was initiated after the first round of 

tests revealed that the steering wheel might be too sensitive. The following hypothesis emerged: 

do older people have problem adapting to the sensitivity of the driving wheel?  

In order to answer this question, another evaluation of the simulation was conducted with focus 

on one question: Is the test person able to keep the car on the road without previous training in 

this particular simulator? 

Since the goal with this test was to determine whether or not the driving wheel was too sensitive 

and if it depends on age, a large number of people were consulted and the result was 

documented in table 1. The age limit of 60 for elderly is an arbitrarily chosen number.   

Table 1 User testing of the driving wheel sensitivity 

over the age of 60  too sensitive ok 

 driver’s license and still driving 8 6 

 driver’s license not driving 5 15 

under the age of 60    

 driver’s license 0 20 

 no driver’s license 2 5 
 

No pattern could be found to explain why some people were troubled by the steering wheel 

sensitivity when others were not. The research showed that most patients that had trouble with 

the sensitivity learned how to maneuver the car when given some time to practice.  
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4.7 Final Evaluation 
The final evaluation is the final step in the development of this prototype. Only minor changes 

have been implemented afterwards according to comments from this final evaluation. 

4.7.1 Method for Final Evaluation 
The final evaluation followed the same method as the first evaluation, described in section 4.4.2. 

Since five persons seemed to be a good number, just as Nielsen pointed out, five patients from 

the Rehabilitation Center were chosen for this evaluation. The goal was to find out if the 

problems found during the first user test had been resolved and if the now implemented 

instructions still met all previous requirements. 

4.7.2 Execution 
The setup was the same as in the first user test but now the test was a high-fi prototype of the 

system. The testing took place at the Rehabilitation Center and the patients were asked, one at a 

time, to sit down at the computer and simply follow the instructions and ask if anything was 

unclear. While the patients performed the test their interaction with the system was observed. 

After the test their result was presented to them by one of the test leaders. Finally the patients 

were asked the same post-task interview questions asked in the first under test. The same 

questions were used to detect any improvements or further issues with the instructions. In order 

to get insight into whether or not the result presentation was easy to understand, the user was 

asked to explain the results to the test leader.   

4.7.3 Findings 
All patients were satisfied with the instructions and felt confident in knowing what was expected 

from them when performing the tasks. One user did not understand that the stimuli images were 

to be displayed in the upper corners of the screen, and did therefore miss every stimuli displayed 

until the test leaders pointed out to the patient where the images were displayed. Almost every 

test user asked confirmatory questions even though they had actually understood the 

instructions correctly.  

Some users wished they would have been able to practice a bit longer on the straight training 

road since they did not think they got enough time to get a good feeling for the steering wheel 

sensitivity. Other users thought that the practice session was just right or even too long.  

The most apparent result from the final evaluation was that many users found the road to be too 

straight and that the stimuli were displayed with a too low frequency, both making the test 

boring over time and difficult to concentrate. Even though the ability to concentrate over time is 

important for a good driver, the test is not supposed to become boring too quickly. Some test 

users suggested the solution to display stimuli images with a higher frequency or to have a 

curvier road.  

4.8 Final Implementation 
To solve the problems discovered during the final evaluation, small adjustments needed to be 

done. 

To avoid the test getting boring too quickly the stimuli display frequency was increased. Another 

considered solution was to increase the curviness of the road, but this was considered to be too 

time consuming for this thesis work.   

Since some users thought the practicing phase was too short while others thought it was too 

long, customizing the practicing time was considered desirable. In order to avoid adding more 
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setting options, this was implemented by simply letting the patient choose to redo the practicing 

phase any number of times and keep the practicing track quite short. 
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5 Result 
This chapter documents the final result obtained by following the method described in the 

previous chapter. The final code can be found on the project's GitHub page [47].  

Figure 4 shows the final layout of the test. First off is the start screen from before where the 

health care personnel may provide the system with information about the patient and start the 

test. Next are the introduction and training part as described in section 4.1. Now however, the 

user is presented with the possibility to redo the learning phase where the user can get familiar 

with the steering sensitivity of the driving wheel. Id the user feels ready, the real test begins. Test 

1, test 2 and test 3 always start with instructions about how to perform the task and then the 

respective task begins. Afterwards a result screen is displayed, giving the health care personnel 

the possibility to open the resulting PDF with the test result representation or opening videos of 

the user’s driving achievement. 

 

 

Figure 4 Final layout of the test 
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5.1 Instructions 
Figure 5 shows the start screen the health care personnel interacts with in order to start the test. 

There are three input fields: Löpnr (case id), diagnosnr (diagnosis id) and ålder (age) as well as 

three radio buttons presenting the possibility to choose gender, speed throughout the test and if 

the patient is able to use both hands or just left or right hand.  

 

Figure 5 Start screen 

 

 

Figure 6 After the learning phase the user can decide if they want to retake the learning phase or continue with the test 
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As soon as the health care personnel starts a test, it is the patients turn to interact with the 

system. The patient is presented with a set of introduction screens, see Figure 7, followed by a 

short learning phase where the user steers the car. Afterwards, the user is presented with the 

possibility to redo the learning phase if he or she feels that they need more time to adjust to the 

steering sensitivity, see Figure 6. If the user feels confident, the first test phase is started.  

 

Figure 7 Introduction screens 
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Figure 8 Instruction screens for test phase 1 
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5.2 Test Phase 
During the test phases the patient is supposed to steer the car on a curvy road for about two to 

three minutes per test phase. While concentrating on keeping the car on the road the patient 

should respond to the images displayed in the top corners of the screen by pushing the correct 

button. Figure 9 shows the test in action. The task is a bit different for each test session:  

Test 1: The stimuli image displayed is a warning sign with an arrow pointing to the 

right. The patient shall push a button whenever this image is displayed. The 

instructions for test phase 1 can be seen in Figure 8. 

Test 2: Two kinds of stimuli images are displayed. One image of a warning sign 

with an arrow pointing to the right and one with an arrow pointing to the left. The 

sign with the arrow pointing to the right can be seen in Figure 9, the other stimuli 

image looks the same with the arrow pointing to the left. The patient’s task is to 

detect when an image is displayed, distinguish in which direction the arrow is 

pointing and press the correct button. The patient has two buttons to choose 

from, one to the left and one to the right, associated with the direction of the 

arrows in the stimuli images. The instructions for test phase 2 can be seen in 

Figure 10. 

Test 3: During this test phase there are two kinds of stimuli images, the same as in 

test phase 2. The difference is that the patient is now only supposed to respond to 

the images displaying an arrow to the right, and ignore the ones with an arrow 

pointing to the left. The instructions for test phase 3 can be seen in Figure 11. 

 

Figure 9 Screen shot from the test 
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Figure 10 Instruction screens for test phase 2 
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Figure 11 Instruction screens for test phase 3 
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5.3 Resulting Data 
When all three test phases have been completed, a result screen appears, informing the user 

that they have completed the test and giving the health care personnel several options. They can 

show the user a video of one or more of the three test phases if they want to comment on the 

driver's steering behavior. Furthermore there is an option to open the resulting PDF. The result 

screen can be seen in Figure 12. 

 

 

Figure 12 Result screen 

 

The result document starts by displaying the user’s personal data and settings made on the start 

screen: the id number, diagnosis number, age, gender, speed and if both hands were used. 

Followed by a summary section of the reaction times for all three test phases. The summary 

includes numbers on the highest, lowest and average reaction time for left and right. This 

presentation enables the detection of significant differences between left and right performance. 

After the summary section the result of each part test is displayed. On the left side there is a bar 

chart for the reaction time and on the right side a vertical time line of the steering deviation. An 

example of what the result presentation can look like can be seen in Figure 13. 
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Figure 13 Result presentation: header, summary and test phase 1 
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6 Discussion 
This project started out with a vague idea about creating an aiding tool for physicians in order to 

help make a decision about a patient’s driver’s license. The result is a driving simulator where 

reaction time and peripheral sight is measured. According to the final evaluation the system is 

easy to use and the result easy to understand which the main goal of this work was. This chapter 

discusses the applied methods with their up- and downsides, as well as the result and this work 

in a broader context. 

6.1 Discussion of Result 
According to the final evaluation, the instructions explain everything the user needs to know in 

order to complete the test. When designing the instructions, simplicity was the best way to go. 

Keeping the layout as clean as possible, lead to the fact that the user cannot make a wrong turn. 

All the users can do is to go forward, back to the start screen or redo the learning phase. Even the 

users with less computer experience managed to go through the instructions without confusion.  

The test phases are mostly OpenDS implementations, aside from the stimuli in the upper corners. 

OpenDS is a highly complex Open Source Project that is fairly easy to use due to a good 

documentation. However, the final implementation is not a hundred percent stable due to 

thread issues originating in the OpenDS project and jMonkeyEngine.  

The resulting data presentation gives the health care personnel a quick overview upon the 

patient’s reaction time and whether or not the patient could keep the car on the road. 

Furthermore the presentation can be used for communicating the result to the patient. When 

designing information visualizations, the theories explained in section 3.4 are of great help. In 

this case, the use of a visualization of the road and a line of the path on top of it for showing how 

much the driver strayed from the ideal path helps the user to make a match mental model of the 

data. Simultaneously as the user sees that the driver was outside of the accepted area, he or she 

gets a clue about how much outside they were without looking at actual numbers. The derived 

presentation also allows for easy detection of patterns by grouping the reaction time results in 

left and right groups and giving the user a point of reference for what is good and bad. Even 

changes in time are easy to detect due to the color-coding and length of the bars, since if the red 

color dominates in the later parts or if the bars get longer it obviously means that the patient 

grew tired over time and had troubles keeping up the concentration.  

The ecological validity of the result is provided by disguising cognitive tests within a driving 

simulator, making it feel relevant for driving. The introduction, explaining what this test tests and 

why, helps the user to understand the validity of the test. Another way to improve the ecological 

validity would have been to actually incorporate driving behavior into the test, for example 

controlling the speed of the car, traffic lights, other traffic etc. However, each parameter that is 

added to the test has to be considered in the evaluation of the results and thereby would have 

made it more difficult to interpret. Is it better to slow down in a curve and stay on the right side 

of the road or is it acceptable for the driver to "cut the curve" when no other traffic is present? 

Besides, this test is not a test on the patients’ driving skills but a test on their cognitive skills. The 

requirement of ecological validity does not change that.   

6.2 Discussion of Method 
Using the user-centered design method was part of the initial problem statement. Can user-

centered design be used when designing for the health care sector? When developing a system 

for the health care sector to be used by patients, one basically has to design for everybody. 
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Designing for everyone is a great challenge and some say it is not even possible since different 

users have different cognitive skills and varying computer experience [48].  Often, it is not 

possible to pin down a patient group with all their characteristics. Patients often come in all ages 

with all kind of backgrounds and previous knowledge. In the case of stroke patients, it is known 

that the average age of people who suffer from stroke is 75 years. However, even a 20 year old 

can suffer from a stroke and nothing about the patient’s background can be presumed. However, 

using the UCD method still had many benefits: by consulting real patients as users in user testing 

and including them by discussing different design solutions, aspects about the interface were 

revealed that the developers might have missed otherwise. The integration of sound is an 

example of such a feature which was proposed by several users and which was greatly 

appreciated in the next round of user tests. Even though the users we had contact with do not 

represent all the possible patients, they do represent real users with real needs.  

One aspect that has to be considered when actively designing for the user is the balance between 

helping and “overhelping”. When developing for everybody it is easy to have the ambition to 

create a system that helps even the most helpless user each step of the way, making more 

advanced users feel stupid. For example, some people, especially older people, have difficulties 

to remember instructions from previous screens. A solution to this is to have as little information 

on each screen as possible as well as repeating the most essential parts. On the other hand, this 

test aims to evaluate cognitive skills, making it inapposite to adapt the interface to a too low 

level.  

The access to a subject matter expert group throughout the project has been considered a huge 

help and an invaluable source of information. Through discussions with the SME group insights 

about the process were gathered and possible solutions could be discussed right away without 

wasting developer time on the wrong ideas. On the other hand, it has been difficult to discuss 

new ideas about new solutions. The SME group knew what they wanted, which made discussions 

hard sometimes. This is a common issue with the use of SME groups and the workshop in the 

beginning helped for discussing other aspects of different solutions.  

Sketching as a method within the design process is a valuable asset that allows for creativity and 

new solution thinking. Instead of just deciding on the first vague solution that comes to mind, 

one is forced to actually think about what the core problem is and how one could best solve it. 

Sketching does not take a lot of time or resources and can be applied whenever during the 

process, not just in the beginning. Furthermore it is a great tool for communicating ideas, both 

between team members and between the developers and non-technical persons such as the 

domain experts within rehabilitation. It is important for the developers to have the same goal 

image in mind in order to actually work towards the same end goal and to avoid 

misunderstandings.  

User testing as an evaluation method was an important part when integrating the users in the 

design process. The choice to perform post-task interviews worked very well and let the user 

perform the test without distraction while the test leaders could observe. Many of the interview 

questions were formulated so that the user could answer with a simple “yes” or “no”, which is 

not really desirable since the user may have answered with more detail to open questions. On 

the other hand, some of the test persons had speech problems and difficulties to express 

themselves. In these cases, being able to answer with a simple “yes” or “no” was beneficial.  

The combination of using usability testing with five persons and doing a quick large number 

survey worked well in this context. Using large numbers to verify a specific question, in this case 
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if the steering sensitivity was correct, was an effective way to get an answer in between more 

structured and prepared usability tests. Using only five people, as Nielsen suggests, seemed to be 

a good match with how much information one can get.  

One result of the first user test was that the users would like to listen to instructions as well as be 

able to see text and images. This matches well with the theory on multimedia learning, 

suggesting that several communication channels are better than one.  

6.3 The Work in a Broader Context 
The use of a driving simulator test such as the one derived in this thesis can help dealing with a 

big ethical dilemma for doctors. As described in the introduction there are no official guidelines 

on how to decide whether or not a patient should be able to keep their driver's license. Losing 

the driver's license is however a big inconveniences and life changing event for most people since 

they may rely on their car to maintain their everyday life. Such a decision cannot be taken lightly 

without serious suspicion of reduced cognitive skills. Even though this tool cannot make this 

decision for the doctor, it gives him or her more hard facts before making this choice. 

Furthermore it can be used to communicate the result to the patient who may not be aware of 

their reduced cognitive skills themselves leading to a better understanding and acceptance. 

Furthermore, this driving simulator test could be used not only for stroke patients but older 

people in general. Today’s population grows older and older with people living longer than ever 

before and cognitive skills are reduced over time. Elderly drivers could use this tool in order to 

verify that they are fit for driving and thereby reduce the accident rate due to high age.  
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7 Conclusions 
The purpose of this work was to derive a working prototype that could assist the health care 

personnel when making a decision regarding a patient's driving ability as well as provide them 

with a communication tool.  

As mentioned in the introduction, divided attention, cognitive speed, visual-motor reaction time, 

working memory and perceptual abilities are all abilities that may have been affected by a stroke. 

The prototype tests all those skills to some extent. By keeping the car on the road while reacting 

to stimuli, the user has to divide its attention and focus on different tasks. Logging the user's 

reaction time tests cognitive speed and visual-motor reaction time. Remembering the three 

different tasks and how to react gives some indication that the working memory is at an 

acceptable level. Perceptual abilities are tested with the stimuli being outside the field of view. 

The result specifies the user's reaction times for left and right and visualizes the steering 

deviation. This information gives the health care personnel more information about the patient's 

cognitive skills and therefore they can make a more informed decision about the patient's 

driver's license.  

The result presentation gives the health care personnel a tool to communicate the result to the 

patient. The final evaluation suggests that the users do understand and accept the result.  
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8 Future Work 
If the system was to be put in real use, several things would have to be further developed.  

In order to gain credibility for the result, norm data would have to be gathered. Without any 

norm data the result does not actually mean that much to the health care personnel. Of course, if 

the result is really good e.g. the patient drove straight on the road and responded correctly to all 

stimuli images the result would be positive. The opposite applies if the patient’s result was really 

poor and the driving path was wobbly and all stimuli were missed, the test result would be 

negative. However, if the result is somewhere in between it might not be straightforward to 

interpret. The health care personnel would need to know more about what is expected from the 

patient considering his or her age, background and other relevant parameters. In order to know 

what is expected from different patient groups, norm data has to be collected and analyzed.  

Along with the norm data being collected, the test itself has to be verified. Does it provide the 

health care personnel with the data they need, or does the test need some modification? In 

order to answer this question, the test has to be put in real use in some kind of controlled 

environment. 

The placement of the stimuli needs further investigation. In the beginning of the project it was 

specified that three screens were needed, one for the simulation/driving environment and one 

on each side displaying the stimuli. This was considered necessary to ensure that the stimuli 

images were displayed in the patient's peripheral vision.  When developing the prototype, the 

stimuli were displayed in the upper corners of the same screen as the driving environment. The 

user tests indicated that this was far enough from the focus point of the eye for some patients to 

miss the stimuli.  

The SME group raised concerns regarding for how long the user should be driving in order to 

detect any signs of early fatigue. This issue has to be examined further and the road has to be 

adjusted to the derived length.  
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Appendix A 
 

Requirements from the County Council of Östergötland 

 Metoden ska ha ekologisk validitet för bilkörning, dvs. testpersonen ska uppleva att genomförandet är relevant 

för aktiviteten bilkörning. 

 Testuppgiften ska kunna genomföras av testpersoner med olika funktionsnedsättningar, ex halvsidesförlamade 

(dvs. bara kan använda ena sidans arm/ben) eller med nedsatt finmotorik. 

 Metoden ska kunna användas inom sjukvården utan behov av teknisk specialistkunskap för konfigurering av 

utrustningen. 

 Metoden ska leverera tillförlitliga testresultat oavsett ”testledare” och vara tillräckligt känslig för att identifiera 

avvikelser i prestation hos testpersonen. 

 Metoden ska kunna användas fristående/offline utan uppkoppling mot internet eller extern lagring. 

 Metoden ska ha kapacitet att genomföra åtminstone 4-5 undersökningar per dag. 

 De olika ingående delmomenten ska kunna genomföras och bedömas i sin helhet eller i avgränsade delar. 

 En undersökning ska i viss utsträckning kunna skräddarsys efter den som ska undersökas. 

 Delmoment ska kunna konfigureras för olika tidsåtgång i syfte att fånga svårighet med koncentration över tid. 

 Det ska finnas delmoment för att pröva på testet och skapa förståelse (träningsdel) för dess genomförande. 

 Det ska gå att flexibelt kunna kombinera delmoment till ett komplett test. 

 Volymmässigt ska minst 100 undersökningar kunna lagras innan de behöver raderas från den interna 

lagerlösningen. 

 Genererade testdata ska vara överförbara från utrustningen till en persondator och/eller gemensamt 

journalsystem. 

 Testdata ska i viss utsträckning vara exporterbar till lämpliga kända filformat såsom CSV (comma-separated 

values) eller XML för överföring till persondator. 

 Metoden ska kunna hantera personuppgifter och andra relevanta in-data för beskrivning av testpersonen. 

 Metoden ska efter genomförd testning kunna leverera testdata och jämförelsevärden i förutbestämda rapporter 

(numeriskt, grafiskt). 

 Data är att betrakta som journaldata varför säkerhet i lagring och tillgänglighet ska säkerställas i enlighet med 

patientdatalagen samt personuppgiftslagens riktlinjer. 
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Appendix C 

 

User testing 18/3/2015 

Questions: 
1. Do you own a computer? If yes, how often do you use it? (Daily, weekly, ..) 
2. Do you play video games? 
3. Did you go through an assessment of your driving ability? How did you perceive the 

process?   
4. Was there too much text on the instructions screens? 
5. Were the illustrations clear? 
6. Was there to much unnecessary background information in the introduction?  
7. Would you want more time for training before the real test starts?  
8. Did you know that the training part was just a training part and is not included in the 

assessment? 
9. If you look down on the driving wheel – which buttons do you reach best while steering?  
10. What did you think of the speed of the car?  
11. Did you remember what to do when the images appeared? 
12. What did you think of the driving wheels sensitivity? 
13. What did you think of the graphics? (too realistic/unrealistic …) 

 

Person 1 

About: could only use left hand -> switched buttons for stimuli to the left side. Person had difficulty 

finding the right words when wanting to describe some things.  

Observations: had trouble to follow instructions, but since they were not customized for the left 

buttons that is not surprising. Needed to restart the testing phase sine he did not see the stimulis 

Questions:  

1. Yes. uses the internet daily 

2. No 

3. Yes, about 5 years ago. “It went well” 

4. Would like a voice that reads the instructions out loud.  

5. No. Didn’t know what was supposed to happen when reacted right/wrong to a stimuli 

6. No 

7. Yes. 

8. No 

9. Liked the buttons. No problems with the backhand button. 

10. Car went fast, but that was fun! 

11. Not in the beginning but after a while it was ok. 

12. good 

13. really good 
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Person 2 

 

About: in a wheelchair 

Observations: Test went without any problems. Did think that the last curve was a bit difficult. While 

reading the instructions she asked: “Med tummen liksom?” 

Questions:  

1. Yes, every day 

2. No 

3. No, never lost the license after the accident 

4. No 

5. Yes 

6. Not too much. Would like more information although it is not necessary. 

7. No 

8. No 

9. Buttons were ok 

10. speed was fine 

11. Yes 

12. Good, but driving wheel was not centered? 

13. just right 

 

Person 3 

About: weak and stiff in the left hand 

Observations: had difficulties to stay on his side of the road. It felt like he answered the questions with 

the answer he thought we would like to hear.  

Questions:  

1. Yes, every day 

2. No 

3. No, did only an eye exam. Will go through an assessment soon. 

4. No 

5. Yes 

6. Doesn’t want more information 

7. No 

8. Yes. (Note: not sure if he really mean that) 

9. Buttons ok 

10. Speed is ok, misses the breaks though especially in the last curve 

11. Yes 

12. good 

13. good 
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Person 4 

About: elderly 

Observations: he always looked down on the buttons before pressing them. Swayed a lot. 

Needed extra explanation from the test leader on how to perform the test.  

Questions:  

1. Yes, every day 

2. No 

3. Did some kind of assessment when testing his reaction ability. Never with a 

simulator or on road. 

4. Not too much, but it takes a lot of time to read so the shorter the better 

5. Not sure. I wasn’t so concentrated when reading the instructions, I asked you 

instead 

6. No 

7. Depends on how good you have to be in order to pass.  

8. Yes 

9. buttons ok 

10. A bit too fast 

11. Yes 

12. Really, really too sensitive! It did not feel like steering a car! 

13. fine 
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Appendix E 

 

User testing 11/5/2015 

Questions: 
1. Do you own a computer? If yes, how often do you use it? (Daily, weekly, ..) 
2. Do you play video games? 
3. Did you go through an assessment of your driving ability? How did you perceive the 

process?   
4. Was there too much text on the instructions screens? 
5. Were the illustrations clear? 
6. Was there to much unnecessary background information in the introduction?  
7. Would you want more time for training before the real test starts?  
8. Did you know that the training part was just a training part and is not included in the 

assessment? 
9. If you look down on the driving wheel – which buttons do you reach best while steering?  
10. What did you think of the speed of the car?  
11. Did you remember what to do when the images appeared? 
12. What did you think of the driving wheels sensitivity? 
13. What did you think of the graphics? (too realistic/unrealistic …) 

 

Person 1 

About: male, could only use left hand. Drove at 40km/h. 

Observations: was surprised when the driving learning session started. Thought that the stimuli should 

appear in the center of the screen. Tends to drive to the left since the hand is weighing down the 

steering wheel. Handled the steering wheel very nice. 

Questions:  

1. Yes, reads the news every day.  

2. No 

3. No, stopped driving earlier due to bad memory. 

4. No, the instructions where good. 

5. Clear apart from the placement of the stimuli images. 

6. No 

7. Yes, more time to practice would have been nice. 

8. Yes it was clear. 

9. Buttons ok but pressed them by mistake a few times. 

10. Good. 

11. Yes, no problem. 

12. A bit too sensitive, more like a mower than a car. 

13. Good. 

Other comments: it got a bit boring after a while, the road was too straight. 
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User testing 11/5/2015 

Questions: 
1. Do you own a computer? If yes, how often do you use it? (Daily, weekly, ..) 
2. Do you play video games? 
3. Did you go through an assessment of your driving ability? How did you perceive the 

process?   
4. Was there too much text on the instructions screens? 
5. Were the illustrations clear? 
6. Was there to much unnecessary background information in the introduction?  
7. Would you want more time for training before the real test starts?  
8. Did you know that the training part was just a training part and is not included in the 

assessment? 
9. If you look down on the driving wheel – which buttons do you reach best while steering?  
10. What did you think of the speed of the car?  
11. Did you remember what to do when the images appeared? 
12. What did you think of the driving wheels sensitivity? 
13. What did you think of the graphics? (too realistic/unrealistic …) 

 

Person 2 

About: male, uses only left hand. Tried to drive at 50km/h but changed to 40km/h since it was too 

difficult. 

Observations:  

Questions:  

1. Yeas, every day. 

2. No games. 

3. Yes. Got to keep driver license.  

4. No. 

5. Yes. 

6. No. 

7. No, it was enough. 

8. It was clear. 

9. Buttons ok. 

10. Good, but accelerated too fast in the beginning. 

11. Yes. 

12. Sensitive but similar to a real car. 

13. Good. 

Other comments: it got boring after a while since nothing happens Suggests more stimuli, elks or 

curvier road. 
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User testing 11/5/2015 

Questions: 
1. Do you own a computer? If yes, how often do you use it? (Daily, weekly, ..) 
2. Do you play video games? 
3. Did you go through an assessment of your driving ability? How did you perceive the process?   
4. Was there too much text on the instructions screens? 
5. Were the illustrations clear? 
6. Was there to much unnecessary background information in the introduction?  
7. Would you want more time for training before the real test starts?  
8. Did you know that the training part was just a training part and is not included in the 

assessment? 
9. If you look down on the driving wheel – which buttons do you reach best while steering?  
10. What did you think of the speed of the car?  
11. Did you remember what to do when the images appeared? 
12. What did you think of the driving wheels sensitivity? 
13. What did you think of the graphics? (too realistic/unrealistic …) 

 

Person 3 

About: male, used both hands. 

Observations: does not understand what should happen when a button is pressed reacting to stimuli, 

needs a little guidance in the beginning of the test. Loos down at the steering wheel when pressing the 

buttons. Forgets which button to press for each stimuli. 

Questions:  

1. Yeas, use it mainly for writing. 

2. No. 

3. No. 

4. No. 

5. Yes, but not instantly. 

6. Yes, but not instantly. 

7. Yes, more time. 

8. Yes. 

9. Buttons ok, a little difficult in the beginning though. 

10. Good, when learnt how to use the driving wheel. 

11. Not really. 

12. Too sensitive. 

13. Good 

Other comments: it was difficult in the beginning but it got better and better. 
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Questions: 
1. Do you own a computer? If yes, how often do you use it? (Daily, weekly, ..) 
2. Do you play video games? 
3. Did you go through an assessment of your driving ability? How did you perceive the process?   
4. Was there too much text on the instructions screens? 
5. Were the illustrations clear? 
6. Was there to much unnecessary background information in the introduction?  
7. Would you want more time for training before the real test starts?  
8. Did you know that the training part was just a training part and is not included in the 

assessment? 
9. If you look down on the driving wheel – which buttons do you reach best while steering?  
10. What did you think of the speed of the car?  
11. Did you remember what to do when the images appeared? 
12. What did you think of the driving wheels sensitivity? 
13. What did you think of the graphics? (too realistic/unrealistic …) 

 

Person 4 

About: female, only uses right hand. Double vision, neglect. 

Observations: turns the steering wheel too much. 

Questions:  

1. Ye, a tablet. Uses every day. 

2. No games. 

3. No. No driver’s license. 

4. No. 

5. Yes. 

6. No. 

7. No. 

8. Yes. 

9. Had difficulties reaching the square button and don’t have enough strength to press the ones 

on the back of the steering wheel.  

10. Good. 

11. Yes. 

12. Very sensitive but not necessarily a bad thing. 

13. Good. 

Other comments: very difficult when not reaching the buttons. 

 

 



   

På svenska 

 

Detta dokument hålls tillgängligt på Internet – eller dess framtida ersättare – 

under en längre tid från publiceringsdatum under förutsättning att inga extra-

ordinära omständigheter uppstår. 

Tillgång till dokumentet innebär tillstånd för var och en att läsa, ladda ner, 

skriva ut enstaka kopior för enskilt bruk och att använda det oförändrat för 

ickekommersiell forskning och för undervisning. Överföring av upphovsrätten 

vid en senare tidpunkt kan inte upphäva detta tillstånd. All annan användning av 

dokumentet kräver upphovsmannens medgivande. För att garantera äktheten, 

säkerheten och tillgängligheten finns det lösningar av teknisk och administrativ 

art. 

Upphovsmannens ideella rätt innefattar rätt att bli nämnd som upphovsman i 

den omfattning som god sed kräver vid användning av dokumentet på ovan 

beskrivna sätt samt skydd mot att dokumentet ändras eller presenteras i sådan 

form eller i sådant sammanhang som är kränkande för upphovsmannens litterära 

eller konstnärliga anseende eller egenart. 

För ytterligare information om Linköping University Electronic Press se 

förlagets hemsida http://www.ep.liu.se/ 
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